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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to capture the emerging
research topics in Open Government Data (OGD)
through a bibliometric mapping approach. Previous
OGD research has covered the evolution of the
discipline with the application of bibliometric mapping
tools. However, none of these studies have extended the
bibliometric mapping approach for taxonomy building.
Realizing this potential, we used a bibliometric tool to
perform keyword analysis as a foundation for taxonomy
construction. A set of keyword clusters was constructed,
and qualitative analysis software was used for
taxonomy creation. Emerging topics were identified in
a taxonomy form. This study contributes towards the
development of an OGD taxonomy. This study
contributes to the procedural realignment of a past
study by incorporating taxonomy building elements for
taxonomy creation. These contributions are significant
because there is insufficient taxonomy research in the
OGD discipline. The taxonomy building procedures
extended in this study are applicable to other fields.

1. Introduction
Open Government Data (OGD) is a philosophy with a
set of policies to encourage the publication of
government data for transparency, accountability, and
value creation [1]. The rise of open data technologies and
increasing public demands on government data inspire
OGD initiatives worldwide. Typically, public sector
institutions publish a tremendous amount of data in
various areas such as transportation, health, and
education. The utilization of government data stimulates
economic, social, and governance benefits. Accessing
government data allows the creation of new products and
services [2]. Releasing high-valued data increases
government-citizen engagement while promoting
problem-solving through co-creation and innovation
activities [3]. More than seventy countries participate in
the Open Government Partnership (OGP).

Other international movements that advocate OGD
initiatives are The Asian Open Data Partnership and
European Union (EU).
Bibliometrics is the use of mathematical and statistical
analysis to explore the development of a discipline in a
period of time[4]. Recent developments in data
visualization techniques to visualize bibliographic data
have sparked interest in bibliometric research. Earlier
bibliometric studies used fewer graphical representations
in their findings [5]. In recent years, bibliometric
mapping studies use visual maps and networks to
enhance readers’ understanding. Bibliometric mapping
research can generate visual maps for research related to
citation analysis [6], keyword co-occurrences [7],
performance, and research trends [8]. Bibliometric
mapping studies can be performed with the utilization of
one or more tools such as Science Mapping Analysis
Tool (SciMAT), CitNetExplorer, and CiteSpace.
There are two types of bibliometric studies in previous
OGD studies. First, bibliometric studies that explore the
development of OGD as a primary discipline [9], [10].
Second,
bibliometric
studies
investigate
the
advancement of OGD with other fields such as freedom
of information [11] and entrepreneurship [12].
Bibliometric mapping in these studies generates a cluster
of topical maps from utilizing bibliometric mapping
tools. However, these bibliometric maps are not explored
deeper to construct a topical taxonomy. Bibliometric
studies in OGD are based on the extracted bibliographic
data from scholarly publications. Bibliographic data
such as abstract, keywords, and author information is
loaded into a bibliometric tool to facilitate a macro-level
analysis. Hence, a further examination is required to look
at the articles more closely. This can be achieved by
reading the article abstracts or full article contents for
context clarification.
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Hence, we construct a topical taxonomy by integrating a
bibliometric mapping tool (VOSviewer) with qualitative
analysis software (NVivo) to address the following
research question:

on producing an interactive and large amount of data in
graphical forms [5].
Table 1. Research approach for taxonomy building

RQ: How can a taxonomy be developed to capture the
emerging topics in OGD through a bibliometric mapping
approach?
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section two
presents the method for taxonomy construction. Section
three explains the categories, topics, and subtopics of the
taxonomy. Section four is the discussion, followed by
research contributions, limitations, and conclusion.

2. Method
Three stages of the research approach were 1) data
collection and synthetization, 2) cluster visualization and
exploration, 3) cluster refinement and taxonomy
development, illustrated in Table 1. These stages were
adapted from the procedures in exploring the large body
of literature with a bibliometric mapping technique [13].
2.1. Data collection and synthetization –Scopus is one
of the major indexing and citation databases with around
78 million records from 5000 publishers worldwide [14].
This database provides a substantial amount of
publication data for bibliometric studies [15]. Three
types of bibliographic data extracted from Scopus were
citation information (author, document, title, year,
source, citation count, document type), bibliographical
information
(affiliation,
publisher),
and
abstract/keywords information (abstract, author, and
index keywords). Our search coverage was limited to five
years, from 2016 to 2020. More coverage of years would
take a longer time for analysis since we looked at the
abstract level of the articles for taxonomy development.
Non-English documents were removed as the translation
would be time-consuming. The search term performed
was “Open Government Data”, with two document types
selected were journal and conference article. Then,
bibliographical data and the full articles were
downloaded. Non-retrievable articles were discarded. A
total of 524 documents were retrieved.
2.2. Cluster visualization and exploration – This step
aims to create a visual map to explore concepts within
the literature. Visualization of Similarities (VOSviewer)
is a bibliometric mapping tool. This software is freely
available designed to visualize bibliometric data
networks. The software allows interactive visualization
of various data items such as journals, organization,
geographic locations, and keywords. In VOSviewer,
relations of these bibliographic data are visualized
according to the citation, bibliographic coupling, cocitation, or co-authorship network. Unlike other
computer software, VOSviewer functions are centralized

Bibliographic data retrieved from Scopus were loaded
into VOSViewer. Graphical maps in VOSViewer were
created based on a co-occurrence matrix. This cooccurrence matrix used the uploaded bibliographical
data as inputs. A similarity matrix was then constructed
based on the keywords co-occurrences. The function of
this similarity index is to group similar keywords
retrieved from the uploaded bibliographic data. A visual
map was created automatically through the bibliometric
tool. In general, VOSViewer uses similarity measures to
generate nodes and a group of clusters. These clusters are
then coded in a specific color scheme. Relatedness of
items is closer in the visual map when keywords in the
publications are identical. Some published work explains
the logic behind graphical maps in VOSViewer [5], [16].
A minimum threshold of five keyword occurrences was
selected. Author keywords were used as the unit
analysis.
VOSviewer generated a visual map with fifty-four
keyword items. Several keyword items are displayed in
Diagram 1. These items were organized automatically by
VOSviewer into ten clusters, known as cluster one to ten.
Each cluster has associated keywords grouped based on
the VOSViewer algorithm explained in the previous
section. These keywords were cross-checked with the
bibliographic data file in CSV format downloaded from
Scopus. Visualization features such as zooming in and
scrolling function were applied to familiarize with the
clusters generated by the bibliometric tool.
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3.1. OGD Implementation and Management
The nature of an OGD project involves government
personnel in an extensive network of public agencies. In
a government department, existing staff can be assigned
as an OGD representative. These representatives are
often called data stewards. Open data committees can be
tasked to expedite the data disclosure process. The
organizational hierarchy that connects public agencies
with an OGD initiative varies between countries.
Nevertheless, data stewards or open data committees are
responsible for selecting and disclosing data according to
local policies.

Diagram 1. Keyword co-occurrences in VOSviewer

2.3. Cluster refinement and taxonomy development –
Ten keyword clusters were generated by VOSviewer in
a graphical map. These clusters became the foundation
for exploration to form a taxonomy. However, such a
graphical map lacks the contexts of the articles as it
merely captures author keywords. Therefore, we
analyzed the abstracts of those publications. Reading the
publication abstracts was sufficient for context
clarification. In some instances, articles were read to give
some degree of understanding. NVvivo 12 Plus software
was applied to look at the article abstracts. Codes and
nodes were created and refined iteratively throughout the
coding process. We integrate the clusters generated by
VOSViewer together with the analysis outcome from
NVivo. A discussion was carried out with co-authors to
rectify any inaccurate taxonomy items. Based on this
exercise, a taxonomy was formed and proposed.

3. Findings
We found four main categories that capture the emerging
topics and subtopics of OGD. These categories are a)
OGD implementation and management, b) OGD
architecture, c) OGD users and utilization, and d) OGD
benefits. Each of these categories is aligned with several
main topics and subtopics shown in Table 2. Seven
emerging topics and thirty-four subtopics were
identified. In the following section, each category will be
discussed to demonstrate the emerging topics in the last
five years.

Meetings for data disclosure are organized at various
organizational levels. In a broader context, there is a
national central agency that manages the overall OGD
implementation. Negotiations on which and what kind of
data suitable for disclosure are ongoing dilemmas for
sustainable OGD implementation. This multifaceted
characteristic of OGD implementation and management
has become an interest for many studies. We found three
subtopics under this category: adoption factors and
barriers in the public sector, assessment of OGD portals,
and OGD ecosystems.
3.1.1. Adoption factors and barriers in the public sector
– Factors associated with the decision to support OGD
initiatives have become a subject of ongoing inquiry.
This is because OGD implementation requires the
collaboration and commitment of government personnel
across public institutions. However, there is a variability
of cooperation and support of government personnel
towards OGD adoption [17]. Therefore, scholars are
interested in exploring the reasons why some public
personnel are more forthcoming than others. Negative
factors that hinder OGD adoption are also examined.
These studies analyze the adoption factors at various
levels. Some studies are conducted at a country level in
assessing the factors impacting OGD projects [18]. Other
studies concerned the adoption factors at the
organizational level [19]. Adoption factors influencing
local governments are also performed [20]. The factors
that influence OGD adoption is varied from
technological, organizational, and environmental
reasons. Other aspects that play a role are the
infrastructural and cultural role within an organization.
Research models to explain these OGD adoptions are
illustrated using theories such as TechnologyOrganization-Environmental (TOE).
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Barriers that hinder OGD acceptance in the public sector
are also presented. Our initial observation shows that
literature on the barriers faced in the public sector is
broad. Barriers in the public sector revolve around the
process of publishing government data. Barriers can be
internal and external barriers to any public institution.
For example, internal barriers for a government
department relate to the insufficient data-related skills
[21] and behavioral resistance [22] of its employees.
External barriers faced are external pressure from higher
authority and public pressure for data disclosure [23].
Scholars recommend strategies in overcoming barriers,
such as policy enhancement [24].
3.1.2. Assessment of OGD portals – One of the most
popular aspects of the evaluation of OGD portals is data
quality. Strategies are proposed to support the process of
releasing quality data. These strategies include using an
open-source application [25] and developing a
publishing tool for data cleaning processes [26]. In one
study, a critical assessment of accessible government
data was performed. Suggestions were made to enhance
the selection and publication of high-valued data [27].
Another popular interest is the development of
frameworks or models to assess OGD portals. These
frameworks/models are designed with quality indicators
such as accuracy, accessibility, and completeness [28].
User-oriented indicators are used to propose an
evaluation framework [29]. Real-time and automated
assessment methods are discussed [30]. These
frameworks are proposed as a tool to assess the overall
quality of OGD portals.

Scholars identified user requirements of OGD platforms
[31]. Strategic directions for future improvement are also
considered [32]. Other assessments of OGD portals are
infrastructure readiness [33], functionalities [34],
objectives [35], trust and OGD usage [36]. Evaluating
research under this subtopic suggests the idea that data
quality is still a primary concern. The development of
assessment models reflects the interest and needs to
monitor OGD implementations for quality assurances.
3.1.3. OGD Ecosystem – Scholars explore the building
blocks of an ecosystem. In a systematic review, five
components of an OGD ecosystem are identified [37].
These components are political and legal framework,
actors, technological infrastructure, data and standards,
and tools to support data interoperability. Scholars also
explore how these individual components can
collectively communicate well to support an ecosystem.
One example of such a concern is in multiple-case
research that explores two OGD ecosystems [38]. This
research explores how public agencies can facilitate
collaboration with external parties. One of the viable
mechanisms is to structure formally a collaborative
governance for public-private partnerships. Other
supportive components such as infrastructure and legal
framework enhance the collaboration further. OGD
initiatives require continuous cooperation between
public agencies and data communities. The importance
of having a supportive ecosystem is to ensure that an
OGD initiative can generate benefits while maintaining
its sustainability over time.

Table 2. A Proposed taxonomy for emerging topics in OGD
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3.2. OGD Architecture
There are numerous subtopics under OGD architecture.
The main interest is to enhance the discoverability and
management of large data sources. Scholars explore how
OGD platforms can be enhanced with the application of
emerging technologies. They explain their experiences
and the relevance of their work to advance the quality of
OGD platforms. There are nine technological-related
terms under this category. These terms are grouped into
metadata, ontology, linked open data and semantic web,
data mining and visualization, big data analytics, data
integration, and interoperability. These terms may
intertwine with each other. We will not explain all
technical terms in detail. The approach is to explain
briefly the fundamental discussions that primarily appear
in the literature.
3.2.1. Metadata – Data discoverability depends partly on
the metadata assigned in each data item. Accurate
metadata enhances the success probability in data
searching. That is why metadata management is critical
for OGD portals. Studies in this subtopic deal primarily
with metadata management and accuracy [39]. Metadata
issues [40] and the techniques to improve metadata
accuracy are suggested [41]. Metadata schemes are also
developed.
3.2.2. Ontology – Ontological techniques are presented
to enhance data discoverability. Scholars demonstrated
how the ontological approach could be embedded with
other technologies to improve searching capabilities
[42]. For instance, [43] integrates semantic and machine
learning to devise ontology-based semantic search for an
OGD platform. Ontological developments are
demonstrated to support businesses, public procurement,
legal, and shipping operations.
3.2.3. Linked Open Data (LOD) & Semantic Web Research under this subtopic uncover the recognition of
LOD and semantic web applications for OGD
architecture. LOD is a design principle that integrates
data sources to enhance data accessibility. When
browsing for a data source, other relevant data would
appear. Hence, the application of LOD would increase
the usability of data sources combined. LOD as a term
appears in a wide range of studies. Research on LOD
intersects with the application of semantic web
technologies, semantic models, and semantic vocabulary
for data discoverability. Strategies to support linked open
data are investigated [44]. Experiences on LOD practices
in some countries are shared [45]. Research on the
semantic web involves integrating machine learning and
cloud computing for data recommendations on OGD
platforms [46].

3.2.4. Data mining and visualization – Data mining is a
process of analyzing and making sense of data. Datamining techniques support organizational decisionmaking and problem-solving. Data visualization covers
the graphical representation of a large amount of data and
information. Visualization helps to understand data
patterns, outliers, and other important information
through visual objects such as time-series graphs.
Scholars have shown some techniques in data mining
and visualization. One example is from [47] to visualize
taxpaying information for taxpayers and government
officials. Another study [48] extracted local government
data to predict vehicle accidents. The effectiveness of
data visualization is examined to improve data
interpretability [49].
3.2.5. Big data analytics – Big data analytics in the
public sector analyzes massive data for useful
information and knowledge. This subtopic discovers the
incorporation of big data analytics and OGD to enhance
public sector services [50]. Scholars identified the
concepts, potentials, and challenges of such integration.
One particular interest under this subtopic is the use of
analytics in public procurement and contracts for
transparency.
3.2.6. Data integration and interoperability – This
subtopic concerns the application of various
technologies on OGD platforms. Data integration from
multiple data sources is discussed within those
interoperability concerns. Scholars explored the
interoperability of emerging technologies with OGD,
such as crowdsourcing and the semantic web.
Interoperability success is significant to ascertain
technological applicability in OGD implementations.
Interoperability frameworks are established to explain
context-specific applications [51]. In addition, scholars
investigated the significance of integrating OGD with
other data sources to achieve specific goals [52].
Alternative data sources can be obtained from public and
private data repositories. Open data communities can
also provide data sources. As a result, data extracted
from a variety of sources lead to the development of dataenriched products.

3.3. OGD users and utilization
Scholars are interested to understand how government
data are being used. They are also interested to see the
impacts of using government data. We found three
subtopics under this category: usability and barriers in
various user groups, current status on OGD usage, user
motivation, and awareness.
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3.3.1. Usability and barriers of OGD users – There is a
heterogeneous group of OGD users such as citizens,
NGOs, innovators, students, academicians, and
businesses. The primary attention in this subtopic is to
investigate various user groups and their OGD
experiences. In specific, user characteristics [53], usage,
and barriers [54] are explored. Another ongoing interest
sits on the access of government data and the usability of
these data to different user groups [55]. The interplay of
user factors such as readiness and data skills are highly
relevant to ensure that data can be used effectively. To
this end, user understanding is essential to provide
critical inputs to OGD implementations. As a result, data
stewards can prioritize the disclosure of data valued most
by users. Such an understanding may lead to better data
usage. However, understanding users is complex as
OGD initiatives are in various stages worldwide.
Differences exist within OGD communities, such as data
sharing culture in the public sector. The degree of data
literacy is varied amongst data users. Users also have
different motivations for accessing government data. To
a certain extent, there is a continuous need to examine
the wide range of user communities interacting with
OGD initiatives. The complexity of data usage amongst
varied data users across OGD initiatives might be one of
the reasons why this subtopic is highly anticipated in the
last five years.
3.3.2. Motivation and awareness – Research in this
subtopic contains the rationales of why certain users
engage OGD in their activities. We found limited studies
that explain user motivations in making use of
government data. One case that falls under this subtopic
is citizens' intrinsic and extrinsic motivations to engage
with OGD [56]. Another case [57] discovers citizen
motivations for participating in an open data hackathon.
Contrary, there is a strong presence of research that
examines the motivations of disclosing data from the
public sector [58].

3.4. OGD benefits
OGD implementations are known for economic, social,
and governance benefits. Open data can generate dataenriched products and services. Releasing government
data leads to job creation and economic opportunity.
Data developers and start-up communities can build apps
and web-based services based on open data [59].
Governments engage citizens more efficiently with data
disclosure for public use. By doing so, governments are
encouraging better government-citizen interaction for
transparency and democratic values. Other OGD
benefits are value-creation, co-creation, and innovation.

Researchers focus on how OGD benefits can be
achieved. Digital products from the use of OGD are
invented, and benefits or values are reported. For
instance, [60] developed a mobile platform for linked
legislative data to engage citizens by combining open
data and open services. This mobile monitoring platform
generates accountability and transparency value to the
citizens. However, achieving OGD benefits is not an
easy task. One of the key aspects is the cooperation
between stakeholders in an ecosystem environment. To
nurture innovation as a benefit requires the
interdependency of actors in an OGD ecosystem. Data
publishers need to provide valuable data for innovation
purposes. Innovators from the public and private sectors
need to work together to create innovative products. Data
hackathons, for example, connect innovators with data
providers [61]. A similar situation happens to the public
sector in generating co-creation products for problemsolving situations. In such a situation, citizens are
collaborators rather than the customers that benefit from
data products [62].

4. Discussion
Is the whole process of developing a taxonomy easier
through bibliometric mapping? We need to look at some
methods in developing a taxonomy to answer this
question. First, taxonomy can be built through the use of
algorithms [63]. Tools are developed to construct a
taxonomy [64]. A critical human interpretation is still
required to develop a comprehensive taxonomy.
However, this strategy can be difficult for non-technical
researchers. Second, researchers can build a taxonomy
by manually classify the large source of literature
through several procedures [65]. Manual classification
of the literature may take a lot of time. Third, a
taxonomy can be built based on systematic reviews [66].
In general, a hybrid approach in using some tools with
human interpretation is still largely practiced in any of
the abovementioned methods.
We acknowledge the diverse approaches to taxonomy
building. This research exemplified the application of a
bibliometric tool as a basis for taxonomy building based
on keyword analysis. Qualitative analysis software was
used to rearrange the group of clusters suggested by the
bibliometric tool. Codes and nodes were arranged
iteratively for concept building. Such a technique helps
to shorten the time in developing a taxonomy from a
large corpus of data. Still, human interpretation is
required. Developing a taxonomy by using a bibliometric
mapping tool is not easier than other methods.
Nevertheless, using two software allows us to categorize
taxonomy items, and concepts more efficiently over a
long period of time. Furthermore, the visualization
features provided by the bibliometric tool enable
familiarization of the literature.
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A taxonomy is proposed with four main categories.
These categories consist of seven emerging topics and
thirty-four subtopics. The first category is the
implementation and management of OGD initiatives.
The concept of OGD is not new. However, the
complexity of data disclosure in the public sector is still
an ongoing interest. Emerging topics under this category
are adoption and barriers of OGD implementation,
assessment of OGD portals, and the emphasis on an
ecosystem. The second category is OGD architecture.
An importance has been given to explore applicable
technologies to enhance OGD platforms. Some of these
technologies are open-linked data and the semantic web.
The third category is OGD users and utilization. One of
the topics under this category is the usability and barriers
in using OGD sources. Scholars are not only interested
to study the complexity of releasing datasets from the
public sector. They are also interested to comprehend the
usability of government datasets to different user groups.
The usability of data has a connection to the fourth
category in the taxonomy which is OGD benefits. An
emerging interest in this category is to grasp the benefits
and values of utilizing government data. General benefits
are recognized such as economic and social benefits. We
also discovered OGD studies that explore specific
benefits such as innovation and co-creation from the use
of government data.

5. Contributions
We need to look at the existing bibliometric studies in
the same area to rationalize research contribution. We
found four bibliometric mapping studies in OGD that
explore the progress of the discipline [9]–[12]. None of
these studies extended the bibliometric mapping
techniques to develop a taxonomy. We recognized [13]
suggestion to do a follow-up analysis using qualitative
analysis software for literature discovery. This
suggestion allows us to look deeper at the article
abstracts for taxonomy construction. As such, we have
two research contributions.
First, this research contributes towards the development
of a taxonomy based on a bibliometric mapping
technique. Such contribution is significant because there
is limited study for taxonomy development in OGD. The
only taxonomy work specifically on OGD was
conducted by [67]. Other taxonomy studies are related to
open data [68]. Taxonomy creation is significant for
researchers to understand the interrelationship among
concepts of a particular domain [69]. Further,
researchers can hypothesize, challenge, and investigate
the divergence of domain concepts through taxonomy
creation [70]. For this reason, conceptual knowledge in
taxonomy building is a foundation for comprehending a
domain for theory-building and theorizing [71].

Second, this research extends the procedures introduced
by [13] by incorporating the taxonomy building
elements. In that study, the focus is to identify interesting
research questions for theorizing through bibliometric
mapping. We applied the same guideline for a different
purpose which is to develop a taxonomy. Hence, we
realigned the guideline to illustrate the potential of
developing a taxonomy based on a bibliometric mapping
approach in Table 1. This involved a minor addition to
the overall guideline structure. Yet, this procedural
contribution is significant to students and researchers in
other fields to apply a similar technique for taxonomy
creation.

6. Limitations
We retrieved bibliographical data sources from Scopus
in five years. Future studies may include bibliographical
data from several electronic library databases.
Integrating bibliographical data from multiple sources
may take some time. First, data providers have different
data standards. Second, some library databases do not
permit the automatic extraction of bibliographic data.
Third, bibliometric mapping tools have different data
requirements. Bibliographical data from various sources
can be compiled. However, the compiled bibliographical
data do not necessarily compatible with all bibliometric
mapping tools. Conversion of data format helps to bridge
the differences in data standards and requirements.
Another limitation is that we used one bibliometric tool
due to familiarization. Ease of use of the chosen
bibliometric tool is another reason. Future studies may
consider the integration of several bibliometric mapping
tools. Familiarizing with bibliometric mapping tools is
necessary to understand their features and abilities to
answer certain types of research questions. Expert
reviews can be obtained to add more inputs for taxonomy
building.

7. Conclusion
We developed an OGD taxonomy based on a
bibliometric mapping technique. Four categories of
emerging research interest are aligned with associated
topics and subtopics. We acknowledged the potential of
taxonomy development by using a bibliometric mapping
approach. The keyword clusters obtained from a
bibliometric mapping tool were enhanced by using
qualitative analysis software. The use of each software
requires some technical knowledge, but it is still feasible
for a non-technical person. Research contributions are
also proposed. Limitations are informed, and possible
solutions are provided for consideration in future studies.
We believed that this study would enrich the discourse
on constructing a taxonomy for a wider audience.
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